When multiple-scattering theory is used to describe the electronic properties of disordered transition-metal systems, decoupling procedures which appear to be physically reasonable can lead to negative densities of states in the vicinity of the resonant d bands. We present a method, based on the application of the optical theorem to the total scattering operator, that allows us to determine a priori which approximation schemes can be relied upon to produce a positive spectrum. The application of this method to substitutionally disordered binary alloys is discussed here. We find that both the average-t-matrix and coherent-potential approximations will always yield nonnegative densities of states. The application of our techiiique to approximations based on the Lloyd formula for the density of states-is also discussed.
In this series of two papers we discuss the origin of this unphysical behavior in systems exh'ibiting compositional and structural disorder. The present paper is concerned with binary substitutional alloys. We develop a procedure that is used to test various approximations to determine whether or not they are guaranteed to yield a non-negative spectrum. We also prove analytically that two of the most widely used schemes, the avergae-tmatr ix and coherent-potential approximations, ' will always give positive densities. of states. In a subsequent paper we show that the method developed here can also be applied to the study of liquid and amorphous metals. In the case of these structurally disordered systems, we find that none of the extant approximations are likely to provide a satisfactory description of the electronic spectrum. 4, 5, 8-xx The main portion of the second paper is then concerned with the derivation of a new system of equations which is (i) explicitly constrained to give 
Averaging over all possible configurations and taking the appropriate matrix elements, we obta Hl (2.11c) etc. By reversing the summation indices in (2.5), the operators T'"F"V', , . . . , can be written as 
Recalling (2.8) and (2.10) the relevant quantity is
( 2.17) is the usual crystal form factor. 
The las't term ln (2.19) can t)e rewritten as -;x'y' g (r'.G, 'a', +~', G, '~'. )6(I! a,)(a,G,a, +a, G,S,).
. Forming the matrix element (k IS. Ik) we find three terms, each of which is non-negative (q, 17) 
( 3 6) [Note that while (t(k, k')) = (t(k', k)), Q(k, k') and Beginning with (3.5a) and using the identities (t) =xt"+yts=0, (3.11a) Im(abc) = (Im a)bc+ a~(1mb)c+ a~b*(imc) (3. 'I) and (3.3), ImQ(k, k') can be shown to satisfy the linear integral equation
where Q(q, k') is the solution of (3.5) and D(q, k') 
(3.26)
The first three terms on the right-hand side of (3. 
and (E ) = xEA +yEB=1+ Go Q (&&)B), The proof that the CPA spectrum is non-negative now proceeds along'lines similar to those used to prove the corresponding result for the ATA. The analysis is considerably more complicated, however, because we must now deal with coupled mon/i@em' equations. To begin, the operator equations (All) must be converted to integral equations for Q(k, k') and D(k, k'). These, in turn, must be used to derive the corresponding equations for Im Q(k, k') and ImD(k, k'). The analysis is most easily described if we adopt a symbolic notation in which all quantities are to be understood as matrices in the momentum representation.
For example we introduce the auxiliary quantities o'. , p, and y: (k (abj Ik') = -(k a k')(k b k') .
After some straightforward but ratherlengthy manipulations, we obtain the following four equations Q= «&(I+G.4Qj}+~D, is, 'in view of (A15a), to be interpreted as the coherent-potential effective atomic scattering operator Imp(k, k)=-wg 5(E q')I(k q)lq(q, k) '
[ The first two terms in (A20) clearly exhibit the proper sign. To prove that the last term also gives a negative contribution, we must consider in de- x y v g &k Dt. G, 'P,'G, 'P"'~(E-H, )P"G~,Gg. Ik&+ . . -0
